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12 Letter KkLESSON

Aim: 
•	 To learn the phonetic sound /k/ 
•	 To learn five words starting with the letter Kk

Language in use: 
Phonic sound /k/, kangaroo, koala, kazoo, kiwi fruit, 
key.

Layout: 
Beginning the lesson: (5 mins)
Phonic activity and craft: (25 mins)
Yoga fun: (25 mins)
Arts and crafts: (30 mins)
Ending the lesson: (5 mins)

BEGINNING THE LESSON (5 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
balloons (one for each letter the pupils have learnt: A, 
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J.)

Put the balloons into one or two garbage bags. Welcome 
your pupils to class and get them to stand up in a big 
circle. Release the balloons in the middle and assign a 
pupil to find the balloon representing the phonetic 
sound you call out. Say: “Jenny, find the /d/ balloon.” The 
pupil finds the balloon and repeats the phonetic sound. 
Repeat the activity till everyone has had a turn.

PHONIC ACTIVITY AND CRAFT (25 mins)

Aim: 
To teach the phonetic sound /k/ and the words 
kangaroo, koala, kazoo, kiwi fruit, key

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. flashcards 54-59 (Kk, kangaroo, koala, kazoo, kiwi 

fruit, key)
2. word cards 55-59 (kangaroo, koala, kazoo, kiwi 

fruit, key)
3. a kazoo, a kiwi fruit and a key

STEPS:
Get pupils to sit around the alphabet tree. Show the 
pupils the Kk flashcard. Put up the flashcard on the 
alphabet wall, point to it and say: /k/ Pupils repeat after 
you. Pick up the circle with the letter K from the basket 
and get a pupil to hang it on the alphabet tree. Once 
again, get pupils to repeat the sound /k/. Put up the 
flashcard of the kangaroo on the wall and its word card. 
Mime hopping like a kangaroo and say: “Kangaroo.” 
Encourage pupils to perform the action and repeat the 
word. Put up the flashcard of the koala on the wall and its 

word card. Pretend to be hugging a tree like a koala and 
says “Koala.” Encourage pupils to perform the action and 
to repeat the word. Put up the flashcard of the kazoo on 
the wall and its word card. Pretend to be holding the 
kazoo in front of your mouth and blowing into it and say: 
“Kazoo.” Encourage pupils to perform the action and to 
repeat the word. Put up the flashcard of the kiwi fruit on 
the wall and its word card. Pick up the kiwi fruit, pretend 
to eat it and say: “Kiwi fruit”. Encourage pupils to pretend 
to eat a kiwi fruit and to repeat the words. Put up the 
flashcard of the key on the wall and its word card. Pick up 
a key and pretend to unlock a door and say: “Key.” 
Encourage pupils to pretend to unlock a door with a key 
and to repeat the word. Get pupils to go to the arts and 
crafts table.

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a letter K template 

drawn on A4 
construction paper for 
each pupil. Label: K is for 
Kiwi Kazoo

2. a toilet roll for each 
pupil

3. half an A4 size piece of 
wax paper for each 
pupil

4. rubber bands
5. coloured markers
6. a glue gun
7. kiwi fruit, a knife and plate
8. kazoo

STEPS:
Show pupils a kazoo musical instrument 
and how it works. Place the coloured 
markers in the middle of the table. Cut the 
kiwi fruit in half and send it around the class 
so that they can observe the colours. The 
outer layer is brown and the inner part is 
green with black dots in the centre. Get 
pupils to decorate their toilet roll by drawing 
kiwi fruit all over it. They can either draw 
small kiwi circles or one big one. Give each 
pupil a piece of wax paper to place over the 
top of the toilet roll and fasten tightly with a 
rubber band. Get them to talk or sing into 
the kazoo for a minute or two. Hand out a K 
template to each pupil and get them to 
draw a few kiwi fruit in the K. While they are 
drawing, call pupils one by one to glue their 
kazoo onto their template. Write their 
names on them and get them to put their 
craft on the display shelf.
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NOTE: Before pupils leave their craft on the display shelf, 
you can ask them to present it to the rest of the class 
using the words they learnt in the lesson. You can help 
them if they don’t remember by whispering the word to 
them.

YOGA FUN (30 mins)

Aim: 
•	 To consolidate the words kangaroo and koala by 

doing some yoga 
•	 To introduce pupils to some more Australian 

animals

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
photos of: a koala, a kangaroo, an ibis, a dingo, a 
platypus, an echidna (You can download them from 
the Internet.)

 

STEPS:
KOALA POSE: Show pupils the photo of 
the koala. Say: “Koala.” Pupils repeat: 
“Koala.” Now get them to do the Koala 
pose. Begin in standing position. Wrap 
your right leg around your left leg. Try to 
tuck your right foot behind your left calf. 
Bring your arms straight out in front of 
you, then cross your left arm over your right arm at the 
elbows. Bend your left arm at the elbow and bring the 
palms of your hands together. Bend your knees and hold 
your arms out in front of you and pretend that you are 
wrapping yourself around a tree branch like a koala. Say: 
“Koala.” Pupils repeat “Koala.”
KANGAROO POSE: Show pupils the 
photo of the kangaroo. Say: “Kangaroo.” 
Pupils repeat: “Kangaroo.” Now get them 
to do the Kangaroo pose. Stand tall in 
mountain pose with your feet hip-width 
apart. Bend your knees until your thighs 
are almost parallel to the floor. Bring your 
hands up like paws, and hop like a 
kangaroo. Say: “Kangaroo.” Pupils repeat: “Kangaroo.”
IBIS POSE: Show pupils the photo of the 
ibis. Say: “Ibis.” Pupils repeat: “Ibis.” Now 
get them to do the Ibis pose. Stand tall in 
mountain pose with your feet hip-width 
apart. Shift to stand on one leg and reach 
the opposite leg out behind you. Reach 
your arm on the same side back. Place the 
outside of your foot into your hand, bend 
your torso forward with your free arm out 
in front for balance, and arch your leg up behind you. Say: 
“Ibis.” Pupils repeat: “Ibis.” Return to standing position and 
repeat the pose on the other leg.

DINGO POSE: Show pupils the photo of the dingo. Say: 
“Dingo.” Pupils repeat: “Dingo.” Now get them to do the 
Dingo pose. Bend forward and place the palms of your 
hands on the ground. Step back to hands and feet, like an 
upside-down “V” gently lift one leg up at a time. Say: 
“Dingo.” Pupils repeat: “Dingo.”

PLATYPUS POSE: Show pupils the photo of the platypus. 
Say:  “Platypus.” Pupils repeat: “Platypus.” Now get them to 
do the Platypus pose. Lie on your tummy, lift your chest 
and shoulders, look up, and clasp yours hands behind 
your back. Pretend to be swimming down the river like a 
platypus. Say: “Platypus.” Pupils repeat: “Platypus.”

ECHIDNA POSE: Show pupils the photo of the echidna. 
Say: “Echidna.” Pupils repeat: “Echidna.” Now get them to 
do the Echidna pose. Sit back on your heels, slowly bring 
your forehead down to rest in front of your knees, place 
the palms of your hands flat out in front of you, and take a 
few deep breaths. Say: “Echidna.” Pupils repeat: “Echidna.”
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ARTS AND CRAFTS (30 mins)
KOALA PENCIL HOLDER CRAFT

Aim: 
To practise the word koala by making a koala pencil 
holder craft

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
Tip: I suggest cutting out the body parts of the koala 
before the lesson.
 1. one large paper cup for each pupil
 2. grey tempera paint (mix white paint with a few 

drops of black)
 3. paintbrushes
 4. two googly eyes for each pupil
 5. a large ice lolly stick for each pupil
 6. glue sticks
 7. a white oval shape from white felt/foam/

construction paper for each pupil 
 8. two arms from grey felt/foam/construction 

paper for each pupil 
 9. two semicircles for feet from grey felt/foam/ 

construction paper for each pupil 
 10. two ears from grey felt/foam/construction 

paper for each pupil 
 11. two smaller circles from white felt/foam/ 

construction paper for each pupil to glue onto 
the ears 

 12. one nose from grey felt/foam/construction 
paper for each pupil

 13. three leaves from green felt/foam/ construction 
paper for each pupil

 14. a glue gun

HOW TO MAKE:
Place a few pots with grey paint in the middle of the 
table. Give each pupil a cup and a paintbrush. Get them 
to paint the cup grey. Leave it to dry. Give them a popsicle 
stick to paint grey. Leave it to dry. Give them a glue stick 
and the white oval shape to glue onto the cup to create 
the koala’s belly. Give pupils the two semicircles to glue 
onto the cup to create the koala’s feet. Give pupils the 
two arms and the three leaves. Glue three leaves to the 
inside of the one hand. Now, put some glue on half of the 
one arm and glue it on the left of the ice lolly stick. Glue 
the other arm onto the right of the stick. Glue the small 
white circles onto the grey ears and now glue the ears to 
the ice lolly stick. Now glue the eyes and nose to the ice 
lolly stick. Glue the ice lolly stick to the inside of the cup 
using a glue gun. Write their names at the bottom of the 
cup and get them to put their craft on the display shelf.

 

ENDING THE LESSON (5 mins)
Tell pupils that you have hidden 10 keys in the classroom 
and they have three minutes to find all the keys. Ask 
pupils to get their letter K crafts and their koala pencil 
holders from the display shelf.
Wave to the pupils and say: “Bye-bye everyone.” The pupils 
wave back and say: “Bye-bye.”
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Aim: 
•	 To learn the phonetic sound /l/ 
•	 To learn five words starting with the letter Ll

Language in use: 
Phonic sound /l/, lemon, laces, lollipop, limbo, leg

Layout: 
Beginning the lesson: (5 mins)
Phonic activity and craft: (25 mins)
Cooking activity: (40 mins)
Lemon tasting: (15 mins)
Ending the lesson: (5 mins)

BEGINNING THE LESSON (5 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. word cards from the alphabet wall 
2. some adhesive putty

Welcome your pupils to class and hand out all the word 
cards to your pupils. Give them some adhesive putty and 
ask them to stick the words under the letter that the 
word begins with on the alphabet wall.

PHONIC ACTIVITY AND CRAFT (25 mins)

Aim: 
To teach the phonetic sound /l/ and the words 
lemon, laces, lollipop, limbo, leg

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. flashcards 60-65 (Ll, lemon, laces, lollipop, limbo, 

leg)
2. word cards 61-65 (lemon, laces, lollipop, limbo, 

leg)

STEPS:
Get pupils to sit around the alphabet tree. Show the 
pupils the Ll flashcard. Put up the flashcard on the 
alphabet wall, point to it and say: /l/ Pupils repeat after 
you. Pick up the circle with the letter L from the basket 
and get a pupil to hang it on the alphabet tree. Once 
again, get pupils to repeat the sound /l/. Put up the 
flashcard of the lemon on the wall and its word card. Pick 
up the lemon, imitate eating a sour lemon and say 
“Lemon.” Encourage pupils to perform the action and to 
repeat the word. Put up the flashcard of the laces on the 
wall and its word card. Pretend to be lacing and say: 
“Laces.” Encourage pupils to perform the action and to 
repeat the word. Put up the flashcard of the lollipop on 
the wall and its word card. Mime licking a lollipop and say: 

“Lollipop.” Encourage pupils to perform the action and 
repeat the word. Put up the flashcard of the limbo on the 
wall and its word card. Pretend to be limbo dancing and 
say: “Limbo.” Encourage pupils to pretend to be limbo 
dancing and to repeat the word. Put up the flashcard of 
the leg on the wall and its word card. Touch your leg and 
say: “Leg.” Encourage pupils to touch their legs and repeat 
the word. Get pupils to go to the arts and crafts table.

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a letter L shape and cut out from construction 

paper for each pupil. Label at the bottom part of 
the L: L is for Laces. Punch holes about 5 cm 
apart all the way around the letter L

2. a long string of wool for each pupil and attach a 
small pipe cleaner to act as a needle

3. pipe cleaners
4. scissors

STEPS:
Give each pupil an L template and a piece of wool. Go to 
each pupil and attach a small piece of pipe cleaner to the 
end of their wool. Cut the pipe cleaner in half and fold 
one end over the wool, squeezing it to hold the wool in 
place. The pipe cleaner acts as a needle. Start lacing to 
show them how to stitch the holes by going up and 
down through the holes. This activity develops fine 
motor skills. After they have completed the task, tie the 
two ends of the wool together. Write their names on it 
and get them to put their craft on the display shelf.

NOTE: Before pupils leave their craft on the display shelf, 
you can ask them to present it to the rest of the class 
using the words they learnt in the lesson. You can help 
them if they don’t remember by whispering the word to 
them.
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COOKING ACTIVITY (40 mins)
LEMON BISCUITS

Aim: 
To consolidate the word lemon by making tasty 
lemon biscuits

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. 55 gr (1/4 cup) caster sugar (to make caster sugar 

just beat regular sugar in a blender for a few 
seconds)

2. 115 gr (½ cup) soft butter
3. 250 gr (1¼ cup) self-raising flour
4. zest of one lemon
5. 5 ml (1 teaspoon) lemon juice
6. baking paper
7. small bags or paper plates labelled: Lemon Biscuits 

 

KITCHEN TOOLS: 
two baking sheets, grater, mixing bowl, wooden 
spoon, small lemon squeezer, sieve, measuring cups, 
spoons, fork

HOW TO MAKE:
Preheat the oven to 180oC. Get two pupils to line two 
baking sheets with baking paper. Give one pupil a plate 
and a grater and ask them to grate the lemon using the 
fine side of the grater. Give one pupil a lemon squeezer 
to juice the lemon. Put the lemon zest and juice aside. 
Put the bowl, measuring cups, butter and sugar on the 
table. Ask one pupil to add ½ cup of butter to the mixing 
bowl. Ask another pupil to add ¼ cup of sugar to the 
mixing bowl. Each pupil gets a turn to beat the sugar and 
butter together with a wooden spoon. Place a sieve on 
the mixing bowl. Ask one pupil to add 1 cup of flour to 
the mixing bowl and another pupil to add ¼ cup of flour 
to the bowl. Ask one pupil to add the lemon zest to the 
bowl. Get another pupil to add 5ml of lemon juice to the 
bowl. Ask the next pupil to use their hands to combine 
the flour with the butter and sugar. Divide the dough 
among your pupils. Ask pupils to take small pieces of 
dough and to roll them into small balls.

Get them to put their balls on the baking tray. Tell them 
to use a fork to press their balls slightly to flatten them. 
Bake the biscuits for 12-15 minutes. Leave to cool and 
divide the biscuits among pupils in small bags on small 
paper plates.
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LEMON TASTING ACTIVITY (15 mins)

Aim: 
To taste various lemon-flavoured food items

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a lemon tasting sheet for each pupil: see photo 

and draw up a simple chart and make a copy for 
each pupil

2. a marker for each pupil
3. lemon juice  
4. lemon jelly
5. lemon slices cut in quarters
6. lemon-flavoured sweets
7. lemon biscuits
8. a small plastic glass and a teaspoon for each pupil 

(If you can’t find all these items, just use the ones 
you can find.)

STEPS:
Pick up a slice of lemon and say: “Lemon.“ Pupils repeat: 
“Lemon.” Give each pupil a slice of lemon to taste. Say: “Do 
you like it?” Pupil says: “Yes, I do. Yummy.” or “No, I don’t. 
Yuk.” Get pupils to record their reaction on their lemon 
tasting sheet. Give each pupil some lemon juice to taste. 
Say: “Do you like it?” Pupil says: “Yes, I do. Yummy.” or “No, I 
don’t. Yuk.” Get pupils to record their reaction on their 
lemon tasting sheet. Give each pupil a teaspoon of lemon 
jelly to taste. Say: “Do you like it?” Pupil says: “Yes, I do. 
Yummy.” or “No, I don’t. Yuk.” Get pupils to record their 
reaction on their lemon tasting sheet. Give each pupil a 
lemon biscuit to taste. Say: “Do you like it?” Pupil says: “Yes, 
I do. Yummy.” or “No, I don’t. Yuk.” Get pupils to record their 
reaction on their lemon tasting sheet. Give each pupil a 
lemon sweet to taste. Say: “Do you like it?” Pupil says: “Yes, 
I do. Yummy.” or “No, I don’t. Yuk.” Get pupils to record their 
reaction on their lemon tasting sheet. Write their names 
on them and get the pupils to put them on the display 
shelf.

ENDING THE LESSON (5 mins)
End the lesson with a fun limbo activity

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a CD player or laptop for some music (optional)
2. a long stick or rope.

HOW TO PLAY LIMBO:
Get two pupils to hold the rope or stick at chest height. 
The children take turns going under the stick without 
touching the stick, bending their knees and leaning as far 
back as necessary. No hands may touch the floor.
This will be easy at first but with each round the stick gets 
lower. Anyone who falls or touches the ground with their 
hands is out. Ask pupils to get their letter L crafts, their 
lemon tasting sheets and their lemon biscuits from the 
display shelf. Wave to the pupils and say: “Bye-bye 
everyone.” The pupils wave back and say: “Bye-bye.” 
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Aim: 
To revise the letters of the alphabet

Language in use: 
Phonetic sounds and letter recognition of the letters 
A to Z

Layout: 
Beginning the lesson: (10 mins)
Yoga fun: (30 mins)
Arts and crafts: (30 mins)
Indoor/Outdoor games: (15 mins)
Ending the lesson: (5 mins)

BEGINNING THE LESSON (10 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. 2 sets of the flashcards for letters A to M
2. a CD player or laptop for music

Welcome your pupils to class and get them to sit in a 
circle on the floor. Give each pupil a flashcard. If it is a 
small group, some pupils might have more than one 
letters. They will need to pass all the letters they are given. 
Play music while pupils pass the letters round the circle. 
When you stop the music, ask the pupils with the letters: 
“D.” to stand up, clap their hands or perform a simple 
action and sit down. Continue playing the game till you 
have called out all the letters from A to M.

YOGA FUN (30 mins)

Aim: 
yoga poses to revise the phonetic sounds of the 
letters A to M

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
flashcards (letters A to M)

STEPS:
AEROPLANE POSE: Show pupils 
the flashcard of letter A. Say: “/A…/ 
is for aeroplane pose.” Pupils repeat: 
“/A…/ is for aeroplane pose.” Now get 
them to do the Aeroplane pose. 
Begin in mountain pose. Extend 
your arms out to either side. When 
you feel balanced, lean forward. 
Lift one leg straight behind you. 
Hold this pose, return your leg to 
the ground and your arms to your 
sides. Repeat with your opposite 
leg.

BUTTERFLY POSE: Show pupils  
the flashcard of the letter B. Say: 
“/b/ is for Butterfly pose.” Pupils 
repeat: “/b/ is for Butterfly pose.” 
Now get them to do the 
Butterfly pose. Sit with your 
spine upright and your legs spread out straight. Fold 
your legs so that your feet are touching each other. Hold 
them with your hands. Gently move your thigh and 
knees in a downward motion. Then start flapping your 
legs up and down, like the wings of a butterfly. Slow 
down gradually and then stop.
CAT POSE: Show pupils the  
flashcard of the letter C. Say: “/k/ 
is for Cat pose.” Pupils repeat: 
“/k/ is for Cat pose.” Now get 
them to do the Cat pose. Start 
in the table top position by 
going on your hands and knees. 
Your knees should be directly below your hips, and your 
toes should be curled. Your wrists, elbows and shoulders 
should be straight and perpendicular to the floor. 
Centre your head in a neutral position and look at the 
floor. Arch your spine up towards the ceiling. Release 
your head towards the floor without forcing your chin 
towards your chest. Come back to the initial table top 
position.
DOWNWARD DOG POSE: Show  
pupils the flashcard of the letter 
D. Say: “/d/ is for Downward dog 
pose.” Pupils repeat: “/d/ is for 
Downward dog pose.” Now get 
them to do the Downward dog 
pose. Start out on all fours. Spread your fingers and 
press your palms onto the floor. Lift your buttocks, 
straighten your legs, and make an upside-down V shape. 
Rest your heels gently on the ground. Relax your head 
and neck and look down between your legs.
EASY POSE: Show pupils the  
flashcard of the letter E. Say: “/e/ 
is for Easy pose.” Pupils repeat: 
“/e/ is for Easy pose.” Now get 
them to do the Easy pose. Sit 
upright with your legs crossed. 
Rest your hands on your knees with your palms facing 
up. Keep your head, neck, and spine aligned. Elongate 
your spine, but without stiffening your neck. Hold for 30 
seconds. Release and change the cross-legged position.
FROG POSE: Show pupils the  
flashcard of the letter F. Say: “/f/ 
is for Frog pose.” Pupils repeat: 
“/f/ is for Frog pose.” Now get 
them to do the Frog pose. Start 
by crouching on the floor on 
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your hands and knees. Position your knees a few inches 
apart and place your feet right behind your knees. Place 
your palms right under your shoulders with your fingers 
facing forward. Look downwards and focus on a point 
between your hands. Push your tailbone back. This is 
the table position. Slowly move your knees outwards to 
your sides. Then align your ankles and feet with your 
knees in a straight line. Slide downwards while keeping 
your palms flat against the floor. Hold for 30 seconds. 
Come back to the table position.
GRASSHOPPER POSE: Show  
pupils the flashcard of the letter G. 
Say: “/g/ is for Grasshopper pose.” 
Pupils repeat: “/g/ is for 
Grasshopper pose.” Now get them 
to do the Grasshopper pose. Stand 
tall in the mountain pose with 
your feet hip-width apart. Bend 
your knees until your thighs are 
almost parallel to the floor. Return 
to a standing position or jump like 
a grasshopper. Repeat. 
HERO POSE: Show pupils the  
flashcard of the letter H. Say: “/H/ is 
for Hero pose.” Pupils repeat: “/H/ is 
for Hero pose.” Now get them to do 
the Hero pose. Sit with your knees 
together and your feet hip-width 
apart. Sit on your heels with your 
heels touching your hips. Your 
hands should rest on your knees 
with your palms facing up. 
Straighten your spine and drop 
your shoulders down and a little 
towards your back. Hold for 30 
seconds.
INHALE POSE: Show pupils the  
flashcard of the letter I. Say: “Letter 
/I/ is for Inhale pose.” Pupils repeat: 
“Letter /I/ is for Inhale pose.” Now 
get them to do a simple pose to 
inhale. Sit cross-legged. Close your 
eyes. Take a deep breath and then 
let it out slowly. Repeat five times.
JACK-IN-THE-BOX POSE: Show pupils the flashcard of 
the letter J. Say: “/dZ/ is for Jack-in-the-box pose.” Pupils 
repeat: “/dZ/ is for Jack-in-the-box pose.” Now get them to 
do the Jack-in-the-box pose. Sit with your knees bent 
into your chest with your arms wrapped around them. 
Then, point your forehead to your knees and count to 
three. Next inhale and lift your head like a Jack-in-the box 
popping up.

  
KITE POSE: Show pupils the  
flashcard of the letter K. Say: “/k/ 
is for Kite pose.” Pupils repeat: “/k/ 
is for Kite pose.” Now get them to 
do the kite pose. Stand up 
straight. Slide your legs apart 
from each other and lift your 
arms upwards. You should be in 
a star shape. Now slide your right 
leg backwards and raise it a little 
bit upwards from the floor. Shift 
your weight to your left leg. Lean 
towards your left leg. Stay in this 
position for 5 counts. Lower your 
hands straight down.
LION POSE: Show pupils the  
flashcard of the letter L. Say: “/l/ is 
for Lion pose.” Pupils repeat: “/l/ is 
for Lion pose.” Now get them to 
do the Lion pose. Begin on your 
knees. Sit back on your heels. 
Spread your fingers wide, press 
your hands onto your knees. 
Take a deep breath through your 
nose. Open your mouth, stretch 
out your tongue, open your eyes 
wide, and let your breath out 
through your mouth with a loud 
“Roar!”
MOUNTAIN POSE: Show pupils 
the flashcard of the letter M. Say: 
“/m/ is for Mountain pose.” Pupils 
repeat: “/m/ is for Mountain pose.” 
Now get them to do the 
Mountain pose. Stand straight 
and tall. Spread your legs a few 
inches apart. Keep your arms 
alongside your body. Your 
shoulders must be relaxed. Raise 
your arms above your head. Hold 
the posture and breathe slowly.
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ARTS AND CRAFTS (30 mins)
ALPHABET ROCKS

Aim: 
A fun craft to revise the lower case letters of the 
letters A to Z by making beautiful alphabet rocks for 
the classroom

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. 52 smooth rocks
2. various paint colours and paint pots
3. black and white permanent markers
4. two plastic basins
5. a sponge
6. old kitchen towels to dry rocks
7. small cards of lower case letters of A to Z
8. clear varnish
9. paintbrushes

 

STEPS:
Place the two basins next to each other and fill both with 
some water. Put the sponge in the first basin. Place the 
kitchen towels next to the second basin. Hand out a rock 
to each pupil. Get them to stand in line near the plastic 
basins. Get them to wash the rocks in the first basin with 
the sponge. You don’t need soap. Pupils rinse their rocks 
in the second basin and dry the rocks with the kitchen 
towels. Put various colours of paint in the paint pots and 
place them in the middle of the table. Hand out a 
paintbrush and a lower case letter to each pupil and ask 
them to choose one colour to create the letter with paint 
on their rock. Get them to paint polka dots around their 
letter. Go to the next activity and leave the rocks to dry. 
Later, come back to add the details. After the paint has 
dried, outline each letter with a black permanent marker. 
Add a black dot to each polka dot. You can spray the 
rocks with varnish. Once dry, turn them over and spray 
the backs of the rocks too. Pupils can exhibit their 
alphabet rocks under the alphabet tree.

INDOOR/OUTDOOR GAMES (15 mins)
I’M GOING ON A PHONIC HUNT

Aim: 
To revise the recognition of the lower case letters of 
the alphabet

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. mini cards of the lower case letters a to z
2. adhesive putty
3. a photocopy with all the lower case letters and 

title it: “I’m going on a phonic hunt!” for each group
4. a marker or pencil for each group

HOW TO PLAY:
This game can be played indoors or outdoors. Hide the 
mini cards of the letters all over the area that the phonic 
hunt will take place. Divide pupils into groups of two and 
give each group a photocopy and a marker or pencil. 
Explain to the pupils that they need to find the letters 
and tick them off on their photocopy. Clarify that they 
must leave the letter where it is and not take it with them 
when they find it. The game continues till every group 
has completed their hunt. 

ENDING THE LESSON (5 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
alphabet letter flashcards and their matching picture 
flashcards of the letters A to M (e.g. A and ant)

Distribute the picture flashcards and alphabet letter 
flashcards to the pupils. Pupils should only get one card.
Pupils must walk around trying to find their partner, 
either silently or by chanting their cards. Once they have 
found their partners, the pupils must turn the cards over 
to the teacher, saying what their cards represent e.g. B, 
bubble. Change cards and repeat. Wave to the pupils and 
say: “Bye-bye everyone.” The pupils wave back and say: 
“Bye-bye.”
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Aim: 
To revise the letters of the alphabet

Language in use: 
Phonetic sounds and letter recognition of the letters 
A to Z

Layout: 
Beginning the lesson: (5 mins)
Cooking activity: (40 mins)
Outdoor games: (40 mins)
Ending the lesson: (5 mins)

BEGINNING THE LESSON (5 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. flashcards (monkey, nest, orange, popcorn, quilt,  

rabbit, socks, turtle, umbrella, box, yarn, zebra)
2. a bottle

Welcome your pupils to class and get them to sit in a 
circle on the floor. Put a bottle in the middle of the circle. 
Spin the bottle. When it stops, show the pupil it is 
pointing to one of the picture flashcards and elicit its 
name. If the answer is correct, then that pupil can spin 
the bottle. Repeat with the rest of the picture flashcards.

COOKING ACTIVITY (40 mins)
ALPHABET COOKIES

Aim: 
To revise the alphabet by creating alphabet cookies

YIELDS: 
40 small biscuits (The recipe can be doubled. It all 
depends on how many pupils you have. Each pupil 
should make at least three letters.)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. 120 gr (½ cup) butter
2. 50 gr (¼ cup) caster sugar (make caster sugar by 

mixing sugar in a blender)
3. 50 gr (¼ cup) brown sugar
4. a pinch of salt
5. 300 gr (2 cups) self-raising flour
6. 1 egg
7. baking paper
8. sprinkles
9. a paper or plastic bag for pupils to put their 

biscuits in. Label: Alphabet Cookies

KITCHEN TOOLS: 
mixing bowl, small bowl, measuring cups and 
spoons, hand mixer, rolling pin, alphabet cookie 
cutters, baking trays

HOW TO MAKE:
Get pupils to wash their hands and put on their aprons. 
Preheat the oven to 180oC. Get one pupil to measure and 
put the caster sugar in the mixing bowl and another to 
add the brown sugar to the bowl. The next pupil can 
measure and add the butter. Get pupils to take turns 
holding the hand mixer to mix the butter and sugar, until 
creamy. Get a pupil to add the salt and another pupil to 
add the egg. The following four pupils gradually add ½ 
cup of flour each to the egg mixture. The next pupil in 
line needs to knead the dough and roll it out with a 
rolling pin. You can either use alphabet cookie cutters or 
give each pupil a piece of dough to create their favourite 
three letters. If there is enough dough, they can make 
even more. Get them to transfer their biscuits onto a 
baking tray lined with baking paper, leave space at the 
edges as the dough will spread slightly while cooking. I 
use a pen to write their names on the baking paper next 
to their cookies.
Put some sprinkles (hundreds and thousands) in a bowl 
and get them to sprinkle some over their cookies.
Bake for ten minutes. Cooking time might vary slightly 
depending on how big the cookie size is, and how soft 
you would like them to be. Leave them to cool. Later, get 
the pupils to put them on the display shelf.
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OUTDOOR GAMES: (40 mins)

Aim: 
To revise the alphabet and have lots of fun

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. construction paper (cut out 26 cards A5 size. 

Write one letter – upper case – on each card with 
a marker.)

2. two spray bottles filled with water
3. masking tape
4. outdoor wall

HOW TO PLAY:
Put up the letters randomly on the wall with the masking 
tape before the lesson. Divide the pupils into two teams. 
Each team stands in line a few metres from the wall. 
Explain and demonstrate the activity. The first player in 
each line is given a spray bottle. When you call out a 
phonetic sound, the first players in each team run to the 
wall, spray the letter, run back and give the spray bottle 
to the next player in line. The game continues till each 
player has run two to three times. 
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GAME TWO: ALPHABET RELAY RACE (20 mins)
SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. create two sets of the letters of the alphabet by 

using white dried beans, construction paper or 
water lids. Write the lower case letters with a 
permanent marker.

2. two bowls
3. fix an alphabet poster with a big piece of 

construction paper for each team and draw 26 
circles on each paper and write the upper case 
letters in each circle

HOW TO PLAY:
Divide the pupils into two equal teams. Each team starts 
standing on either side of a chair. Put a complete set of 
the alphabet letters in a bowl and place one on each 
chair. Place the construction paper with the alphabet a 
few metres away. Place a stone or two at the edges to 
keep the paper in place. Demonstrate and explain the 
activity. When you say: “Ready, set, go!” the first players in 
each team will need to grab a letter from their team’s 
bowl, run to their team’s alphabet poster and match the 
lower case letter to the upper case letter, run back to the 
starting line so the next player in line can play. The first 
team to finish matching their letters wins the relay. Make 
sure they only take one letter at a time.

ENDING THE LESSON (5mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a CD player or laptop for music
2. a tissue for each pupil

Everyone puts a tissue on their head before you play any 
music.
Then start the music and pupils begin to dance, but they 
must not let the tissue hit the ground. If the tissue starts 
to fall, allow your pupils to catch the tissue and put it 
back on their head. If the tissue lands on the floor, they 
are out. The last pupil with a tissue on their head wins. 
Ask pupils to get their cookies from the display shelf. 
Wave to the pupils and say: “Bye-bye everyone.” The pupils 
wave back and say: “Bye-bye.”
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Aim: 
An alphabet party to celebrate and have fun!!!
You will need to organise some food and drinks and 
decorations.

Layout: 
Party award ceremony: (15 mins)

Games: (45 mins)

Snack time: (30 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
Decorations:
some balloons and alphabet banners

Food and drinks:
1. water bottles for each pupil (remove the labels 

on the bottles and replace them with paper 
labels and write a letter on each bottle with 
coloured markers)

2. carrots cut into sticks
3. cucumbers cut into sticks
4. cherry tomatoes
5. ham and cheese sandwiches cut into wedges
6. a simple tomato and cheese pizza
7. napkins

Before the party, prepare a Graduation Certificate for 
each pupil. Here is a sample of what the certificate could 
say.

Certificate of Accomplishment
This award certifies that ........................................................................
has successfully completed the English Alphabet.
Date: .............................................. Teacher: ..............................................

PARTY AWARD CEREMONY (15 mins)
Pupils are called one by one to be awarded their 
certificate by their teacher. Encourage pupils to clap their 
hands each time a pupil gets their award. Get pupils to 
put away their certificates in their bags.
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GAMES (45 mins)
GAME 1: MUSICAL ALPHABET GAME: (15 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a CD player or laptop for music
2. Write the letters (upper case) of the alphabet on 

large index cards 

HOW TO PLAY:
Arrange some chairs in a large circle and stick a letter in 
mixed up order onto each chair. Turn on some music and 
get the pupils to dance around the chairs. When the 
music stops, the pupils must quickly sit on a chair and 
provide the sound it makes. Remove a chair after each 
round. After all the rounds are completed, the last person 
standing wins. 

GAME 2: ALPHABET BALLOON POP: (15 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a CD player or laptop for music
2. a balloon for each letter of the alphabet

Before the party, blow up the balloons and write 1 letter 
(upper case) on each one.

HOW TO PLAY:
Toss the balloons in the middle of the room. Turn on the 
music and get pupils to dance among the balloons. 
When the music stops, call out the phonetic sound of a 
letter. Pupils must find the balloon and pop it. The game 
continues till all the letters have been popped.

GAME 3: PASS THE PARCEL: (15 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a CD player or laptop for music
2. Wrap up a present (chocolate) in at least 26 layers 

of gift wrap. Add a letter of the alphabet and a 
sweet to each layer.

HOW TO PLAY:
The pupils sit in a circle. Play some music. The pupils pass 
the parcel around the circle to the pupil on their left as 
long as the music continues. When it stops, the pupil 
holding the parcel undoes one layer and says the 
phonetic sound. The game continues till the final layer is 
unwrapped, revealing the chocolate.

SNACK TIME (30 mins)
Pupils can now enjoy some snacks and play around with 
their classmates.

PARTY IS OVER
Wave to the pupils and say: “Bye-bye everyone.” The pupils 
wave back and say: “Bye-bye.”
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Aim:
To celebrate Halloween through fun and engaging 
activities

Language in use: 
Halloween, spooky, Frankenstein, scarecrow, 
pumpkin, witch’s broom, witch

Layout: 
Beginning the lesson: (2 mins)
Cooking activity: (40 mins)
Outdoor games: (45 mins)
Ending the lesson: (3 mins)

BEGINNING THE LESSON (2 mins)
Welcome pupils to the classroom and tell them that they 
are going to do fun and exciting Halloween activities.

COOKING ACTIVITY (40 mins)
SPOOKY FRANKENSTEIN TREAT

Aim:
To have fun making a Halloween treat

YIELDS: 
6-8 cups 

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
1. a clear plastic cup for each pupil
2. black sharpies or permanent markers
3. instant pudding (vanilla, banana, pistachio, or 

any flavour that is white, yellow or green in 
colour) 

4. milk – amount depends on the pudding recipe
5. green food colouring (Mix blue and yellow)
6. two round chocolates individually wrapped
7. biscuits
8. one marshmallow for each pupil

KITCHEN TOOLS: 
mixing bowl, bowl to crush/break biscuits, 
measuring cups, whisk, spoon, plastic knives
sharp knife and chopping board for teacher (if you 
want to cut the biscuits into triangles), glue gun

Use a glue gun to  
glue round 
chocolates as the 
bolts on 
Frankenstein’s 
face. (Look at 
picture 1.)

HOW TO MAKE:
Pupils need to wash their hands and put on their 
aprons. Give each pupil a plastic cup. Give each pupil a 
marshmallow to cut in half and stick on the inside of the 
cup to make the white part of Frankenstein’s eyes. (Look 
at picture 2.) If they don’t stick it immediately the 
marshmallow’s stickiness will get dried up by the air. Put 
the mixing bowl on the 
table. Pupils make instant 
pudding according to the 
box or packet’s directions. 
Add a few drops of blue 
and yellow food 
colouring to get your 
desired Frankenstein 
colour.  
Pupils carefully  
need to spoon and  
fill their cups ¾ full  
with the green  
pudding mixture.  
(Look at picture 3.) 
Give pupils sharpies  
and markers to draw 
Frankenstein’s face 
on the cup. (Look at 
picture 4.) They  
can draw angry 
eyebrows, a stitched or 
zigzag mouth and two 
eyes within the 
marshmallows or 
whatever they want. 
Chop, crush or cut the 
biscuits into triangles to 
give Frankenstein a spiky 
hair look while pupils are drawing on their cups. Pupils 
top their pudding with crushed biscuits to give 
Frankenstein his hair. Write their names under the cups 
with a marker and put them in the fridge to chill.

OUTDOOR GAMES (45 mins)
GAME ONE: SCARECROW RELAY RACE (15 mins)

Aim:
Halloween games for pupils to play and have lots of 
fun with their classmates

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. two scarecrow costumes: a pair of jeans,  

a flannel shirt, a straw hat
2. a bowl of straw/newspaper for each team

1

2

3

4
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HOW TO PLAY:
Divide the players into two teams and line them up. The 
first player in each team puts on the scarecrow costume 
and stuffs some straw/newspaper inside their shirt and 
under the hat. Then that person goes to the end of the 
line and begins undressing. As each item of clothing is 
removed it is passed up the line to the person now 
standing in front. As they receive each item they put it 
on. Once they are completely dressed and have stuffed 
some straw in their costume, they need to run to the 
end of the line and begin undressing. The first team to 
have everyone become a scarecrow wins the race.

GAME TWO: PUMPKIN RELAY RACE (15 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. two medium pumpkins
2. four cones

HOW TO PLAY:
Divide the pupils into two teams and designate a 
starting line and a turning point with 
cones. Give a pumpkin to the first 
player in each team. The pumpkin 
needs to be turned on its side. 
Explain and demonstrate that when 
you say: “Ready, get set, go!” the two 
players at the starting line must turn 
their pumpkin on its side and roll it 
with their hands from the starting 
point to the turning point and back 
and give the pumpkin to the next 
player in line. Then the next player in 
each team does the same. The race 
continues till all the players have 
rolled the pumpkin. The first team to 
finish the relay wins.

GAME THREE: HALLOWEEN BALLOON STOMP (15 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. orange and white balloons (one for each pupil in 

each team)
2. some string and scissors

HOW TO PLAY:
Blow up the balloons before the lesson and tie a piece of 
string to each balloon. Divide the pupils into two teams 
and have two different colours of balloons, one for each 
team. Tie the balloons to their ankles with some string. 
The two teams compete, stomping and popping each 
other’s balloons. The team with the most balloons not 
popped at the end of a designated time wins the game.

GAME FOUR: WITCH’S BROOM OBSTACLE RACE  
(10 mins) – an extra game if necessary

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. two brooms, one for each team
2. an obstacle course for each team (cones, chairs 

and simple objects set up)
3. two balls

HOW TO PLAY:
Divide the pupils into two teams. Create an obstacle 
course for each team (with cones, chairs and simple 
objects). When you say, “Ready, get set, go!” the first player 
from each team sweeps a ball around all the obstacles 
and comes back to their team and gives the broom to 
the next player in line. The first team to finish wins.

ENDING THE LESSON (3 mins)
Go to the kitchen with the pupils to get their spooky 
Frankenstein treats from the fridge. Say: “Happy Halloween 
everyone!” The pupils reply: “Happy Halloween!”
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Aim:
Fun and engaging activities to celebrate Christmas

Language in use: 
Christmas, Merry Christmas, Christmas elf, puppet, 
mistletoe, sleigh, snowman

Layout: 
Beginning the lesson: (2 mins)
Arts and crafts: (40 mins)
Christmas games: (45 mins)
Ending the lesson: (3 mins)

BEGINNING THE LESSON (2 mins)
Welcome pupils to the classroom and tell them that they 
are going to do fun and exciting Christmas activities.

ARTS AND CRAFTS (40 mins)
DANCING ELF CRAFT

Aim:
To teach the word elf by making a cute Christmas elf 
puppet to play with

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
 1. white paper cups
 2. skin tone and green tempera paint
 3. paintbrushes
 4. white construction paper (cut two pixie ear 

shapes and two small semicircle hands for each 
pupil)

 5. red and green construction paper for legs 
 6. black construction paper (cut two elf shoes for 

each pupil) 
 7. photocopy paper (cut a thin strip long enough 

to wrap around the elf’s neck for each pupil) 
 8. green construction paper (cut an elf hat and 

two arms for each pupil) 
 9. red and white mini pompoms
 10. two googly eyes for each pupil
 11. green yarn (cut an arm’s span length for each 

pupil) 
 12. glue sticks
 13. scissors
 14. kitchen paper
 15. a black sharpie

Before the lesson
•	 Cut out and prepare all the different parts of the elf.
•	 To make pixie legs: Cut thin strips of green construction 

paper and glue them horizontally on a sheet of red 
construction paper. 

•	 Cut two long strips of stripy paper for each pupil. 

STEPS:
Tell the class that today they 
are going to make a cute 
dancing Christmas elf. Give 
each pupil a paper cup.
Place green paint in paint pots 
and put them in the middle of 
the table. Give each pupil a 
paintbrush and tell them to 
paint the bottom half of the 
cup green. After they are done 
painting, the pupils rinse their 
paintbrushes and dry them 
with some kitchen paper or 
you can give them clean 
brushes. Give each pupil two 
pixie ears and get them to 
glue the ears onto the side of the paper cup head. Place 
skin tone paint in paint pots and put them in the middle 
of the table. Tell pupils to paint the top half of the cup 
and the ears with the skin tone paint. Give them the two 
small semicircle hands to paint with skin tone and put 
aside to dry. Pupils flip the paper cup upside-down as 
you go around to each pupil and make two holes in the 
base using a small pair of scissors. Give each pupil a piece 
of yarn and assist them in threading the ends through 
the holes on the bottom of the cup to make a loop. Tie 
the two ends together. Give each pupil two elf legs and 
shoes. They need to concertina fold the legs and glue the 
shoes onto the ends. Now they need to glue the legs into 
the inside of the paper cup body. Give each pupil a strip 
of white paper and scissors and get them to cut little 
zigzags along one side. They need to glue the neck 
decoration around the elf puppet. Give each pupil an elf 
hat and a white pompom. Glue the pompom to the top 
of the hat and glue the hat onto the top front part of the 
elf’s head. Give each pupil two arms and get them to glue 
on the hands and glue the arms onto the back of the 
paper cup. Glue a red pompom nose and two googly 
eyes onto the elf’s face. Draw a mouth with a black 
sharpie. Write their names on their cups and show them 
how their elf puppet can leap up and down. When you 
pull the strings out to the side it will jump and when you 
bring your hands together again it will jump back down. 
Tell pupils to put their elves on the display shelf.
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CHRISTMAS GAMES (45 mins)
GAME 1: CHRISTMAS MUSICAL DRESS UP (10 mins)

Aim:
Four Christmas games to laugh and have fun

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. a large bag with Christmas clothes and accessories 

(you can also add any clothes and accessories if 
you don’t have enough Christmas props)

2. a CD player or laptop for music

HOW TO PLAY:
Pupils sit in a circle on the floor. Play some music as pupils 
pass the bag around the circle.
When the music stops, the person holding the bag has to 
reach for the first thing they touch without looking into 
the bag. They must wear the piece of clothing or 
accessory they pulled out of the bag. The music starts 
again and play continues until the bag is empty. Try to 
stop the music in order for everyone to get at least two 
turns.

GAME 2: MISTLETOE MUSIC GAME (5 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. Christmas mistletoe (If you don’t have any, you 

can create some)
2. a CD player or laptop for music

HOW TO PLAY:
Pupils sit in a circle on the floor. Play some music as pupils 
pass the mistletoe around the circle.
When the music stops, everyone blows kisses to the 
person holding the mistletoe.

GAME 3: SLEIGH RACE (10 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
two pieces of fabric large enough to sit on (e.g. two 
old pillow cases)

HOW TO PLAY:
Divide the pupils into two teams and get them to stand 
in two lines. The first player of each team has to sit on the 
piece of cloth and drag themselves using only their legs 
to the other side of the playing area as if they are on a 
sleigh. As soon as they reach the end they must stand up 
and run back to the next player in line and give them the 
piece of cloth. The next player repeats the same process 
until everyone has had a go.
The team that manages to finish first wins the game.
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GAME 4: BUILD A SNOWMAN CHALLENGE (20 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. a toilet roll for each team
2. tape for each team
3. two circles from brown construction paper for 

eyes for each team
4. three circles from black construction paper for 

buttons for each team 
5. one long triangle (carrot nose) from orange 

construction paper for each team

HOW TO PLAY:
Divide the pupils into groups of three. One pupil in each 
team is the snowman and has to stand without moving. 
The other two pupils create the snowman by wrapping 
the snowman’s body with toilet paper and tape where 
necessary. They also need to attach the eyes, nose and 
buttons with tape. The first group to finish their snowman 
wins the snowman challenge.

ENDING THE LESSON (3 mins)
Pupils get their elf crafts from the display shelf and have 
fun playing with their elf puppet. Say: “Merry Christmas 
everyone!” The pupils reply: “Merry Christmas Miss/Mr... .”
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Aim:
Fun and engaging activities to celebrate Easter

Language in use:
Easter, Easter bunny, Easter egg, basket, jelly beans

Layout:
Beginning the lesson: (2 mins)
Easter craft: (45 mins)
Outdoor games: (40 mins)
Ending the lesson: (3 mins)

BEGINNING THE LESSON (2 mins)
Welcome pupils to the classroom and tell them that they 
are going to do fun and exciting Easter activities.

EASTER CRAFT (45 mins)
EASTER EGG ΒUNNY

Aim:
To have fun painting and creating Easter eggs

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST: 
 1. one boiled egg for each pupil
 2. shot glasses, toilet paper rolls or bottle caps for 

each pupil to hold the egg.
 3. paint (various colours)
 4. paintbrushes
 5. a mug or glass – half filled with water
 6. kitchen paper
 7. a white paper cup for each pupil
 8. easter grass
 9. black sharpies
 10. cut two bunny ears from white construction 

paper for each pupil 
 11. cut two smaller bunny ears from pink 

construction paper for each pupil 
 12. small and a medium-sized pink pompoms for 

each pupil 
 13. two googly eyes
 14. glue sticks
 15. scissors

Before the lesson:
To boil the eggs: fill a saucepan with water, place it on 
the stove and add your eggs. Bring the water to a boil 
and then reduce the heat and let the eggs simmer for ten 
minutes. Remove the saucepan from the stove and add 
cold water to stop the eggs from cooking further. 

STEPS:
Divide pupils into groups of four and give each group a 
variety of paint colours. You can either use paint pots or 
paper plates. Give each pupil some kitchen paper and a 
paintbrush. Give each pupil a mug or glass with some 
water to rinse their paint brushes when changing colours. 
Give each pupil a shot glass or toilet roll to balance their 
eggs. (The shot glasses are more secure and stable than 
the toilet paper rolls.) Then give each pupil a boiled egg 
and tell them to balance it on their glass or roll. Tell pupils 
to paint their egg. They can either paint a picture or paint 
the egg one colour. Let it dry and then paint various 
designs or patterns like polka dots, zigzags and stripes to 
decorate it. Another nice idea is to give them a straw. Cut 
the straw into 3-4 short pieces. Dip the straw into the 
paint and press it on the egg, making a turning motion.
Leave the eggs to dry and put name slips next to their 
egg. Give each pupil a paper cup to create a bunny and 
place some glue sticks on the table. To make bunny ears, 
hand out two white and pink ears and get pupils to glue 
both papers together and attach the ears to the inside of 
the cup. To make the bunny’s nose, glue the small pink 
pompom on the front of the cup in the centre. Glue on 
eyes and draw the whiskers with a black sharpie. Pupils 
need to attach the medium-sized pompom to the back 
of the cup. Fill the cup with some Easter grass. On the 
back of the cup write: HAPPY EASTER. Place their eggs in 
the cups when dry and put them on the display shelf. 
Remember to put their name slips next to their cup.
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OUTDOOR GAMES (40 mins)
GAME ONE: EASTER BASKET RELAY RACE (10 mins)

Aim:
To have lots of fun through Easter activities

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. a packet of small Easter eggs
2. two baskets

HOW TO PLAY:
Divide pupils into two teams. Set up a racecourse that 
starts and ends at the same place. Place two Easter eggs 
in as many spots along the course as you have players. 
Have one player from each team stand at the start and 
starting line. Give those players a basket. Then, have one 
player from each team stand at the intervals where 
you’ve placed the eggs. When you say: “Ready, get set, go!” 
the two players at the starting line must put the baskets 
on their heads and hop like bunnies to their closest 
teammates. Their teammates will pick up the eggs and 
place them in the baskets. The baskets are then handed 
on to the waiting players, who also put them on their 
heads and hop like bunnies to the next set of players. The 
race continues till all the players have collected the eggs 
and handed on the baskets to the next players. The first 
team to collect all of their eggs and hop with the baskets 
on their heads to the finish line wins.

GAME 2: JELLY BEAN RACE (10 mins)
SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. a packet of jelly beans for each team
2. four baskets
3. two spoons

HOW TO PLAY:
Fill two baskets with the same amount of jelly beans. 
Place them side-by-side on two chairs. Divide the players 
into two even teams and get them to stand behind a 
starting point which is a few metres away from the jelly 
bean baskets. Give a spoon and an empty basket to the 
first player in line in each team. Demonstrate and explain 
that the first player of each team must race to the jelly 
bean basket and place as many jelly beans as they can on 
their spoons. They must race back and dump their jelly 
beans into the empty basket and hand the spoon to the 
next player, who has to do the same. The game continues 
until each team has transferred all of their jelly beans. If a 
player drops any jelly beans in the course of the race, 
they must go back and start over.

GAME 3: EGG COMMANDS (10 mins)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. two baskets, one for each team
2. write down several silly commands on small 

pieces of paper, fold them up and place them in 
plastic eggs.

3. one plastic egg for each player. (If you don’t 
have plastic eggs just cut out eggs from 
construction paper and write the command on 
the egg. Make sure you have as many eggs as 
players. You can use each command more than 
once.)

EGG COMMAND SUGGESTIONS:
Hop like an Easter bunny
Shake your bunny tail
Roll around like an egg
Dance like a bunny
Flap your wings like a chick
Pretend to be a bunny eating a carrot

HOW TO PLAY:
Divide the pupils into two teams. Fill one basket for each 
team with the plastic eggs/paper eggs. When you say 
“Ready, get set, go!” the first player from each team must 
race to the basket, choose an egg, run to you, (you are 
standing between the two baskets), read the command 
written on the egg and perform it. Then the player runs 
back and tags the next player in line. The first team to 
complete all of their egg commands wins the game.
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Happy Easter!
GAME 4: JUMPING BUNNIES (10 mins)  
(an extra game if there is time)

SUPPLIES CHECKLIST:
1. two sacks
2. four cones
3. two bunny headbands (Create two simple 

bunny headbands with pink, white or grey 
construction paper before the lesson.) 

HOW TO PLAY:
Use the four cones to designate the starting line and 
turning point. Divide the pupils into two teams.
Get the first player in each team to wear the bunny 
headbands. Say: “Easter Bunny.” Pupils say: “Easter Bunny.” 
Explain and demonstrate that each player is an Easter 
bunny and will be given a sack and the bunny 
headband. Each player will have to jump like Easter 
bunnies from the starting line to the turning point and 
back. Then the next player in each team does the same. 
The first team to finish the relay wins.

ENDING THE LESSON (3 mins)
Ask pupils to get their Easter egg bunny from the 
display shelf. Say: “Happy Easter everyone!” The pupils 
reply: “Happy Easter!”
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